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A scene from World War II created by Clarence Snyder
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This month at our meeting Bill and Ed will give a presentation on
their trip to Vegas for the IPMS Nationals. I’m sure every one of
the 300 models they will present is what most of us aspire to do
and some have already accomplished.
During the November meeting we will vote for new Club Officers.
Think about whether you are ready to serve or who you might
care to nominate. Please talk to anyone you wish to nominate to
make sure they are okay with it.

We will begin collecting 2022 dues at the November meeting also. It’s $20 for each
member or a family with minor children.
Look forward to seeing y’all at the October meeting. Stay safe and healty.
Dan

Inside see Frank’s
awesome Me-262!
The Editor would like
to thank DOUG
SPINNEY for taking
the Show-and-Tell
photos!

October Meeting – IPMS Gators –
We will meet October 19 at 6:30 PM at
Oak Hall Library
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Minutes of the Club Meeting from Tuesday, September 21,
2021
Frank Ahern - Club secretary
The meeting opened at 6:40 pm with a total of 17 members present,
2 joined via Zoom. President Dan Contento started a discussion of
upcoming model shows and who is planning to attend. The shows
included Modelpalooza in Orlando from Oct. 22-24 and Armorgeddon AMPS show
near Pensacola Nov. 5-6.
A request was made to have the current active roster of club members sent to all
members (a copy was attached to the minutes that were emailed).
The President began a random drawing of monthly modeling themes suggested by
club members for the coming year. The first theme will be Pearl Harbor in honor of the
80th anniversary in December. The other theme's drawn are listed below. Club officers
will announce the schedule, which begins in January, at the next meeting.
- Ships
- Made in France
- Anything Blue
- Made out of wood or canvas
- Cold War
- More than 4 tires on the ground
- First Responder: a thing used
- Figures & Fantasy (combined 2 themes)
in military or civilian emergency
- World of Planes; 1950’s
- Collections: 5 or more of same theme
- Military non-combatant unarmed liaison planes, cars and trucks
Club historian Bruce Doyle gave a presentation on how ace status changed for many
US pilots after WW2 due to changing rules regarding how planes destroyed on the
ground were counted. The meeting was paused to allow time for Show & Tell
presentation by those who brought models to the meeting.
After the pause, Raffle tickets were distributed to those in attendance and the
following members tickets were drawn followed by the prize they selected:
Bruce Doyle - FW190 Academy kit
Ethan Alt - M60A1 tank, MiniHobby kit
Vice President Chuck Lassiter gave a demonstration of his method for producing resincasted spare parts using silicone putty molds. The meeting concluded at 8:15pm
.
Submitted by
Frank Ahern
Club Secretary
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Airplanes of the Aces:
Heinz Bär
By Frank Ahern
In the estimation of many he was the Luftwaffe’s greatest ace,
flying over 1,000 combat missions and downing more than 200
enemy planes. His career was marked
by conflict and controversy, however,
and he joined his friend Adolf Galland
in the ‘Fighter Pilots Rebellion’ against
Luftwaffe chief Herman Goring at the
end of WW2. (Insert Bar art) His final role was as the leader of the famous
“Jet Experten (ace)” unit, JV 44, flying the first operational jet fighter - the
Me-262. 16 of Bar’s
victories came while
flying the jet fighter,
making him the second
highest scoring ace in
the unit.
There has been much
speculation in the years
since the war about the
difference that the
Me-262 could have
made if it had been
deployed sooner and
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Airplanes of the Aces: Heinz Bär
without interference from Hitler, who demanded the aircraft be developed as a bomber.

Further analysis has revealed that the real problem was difficulties in producing the first reliable
turbojet engine, not the Fuhrer’s obsession with bombing.
There is no question that the Stormbird was a game-changer once it became operational. Every other
fighter aircraft became obsolete in July 1944 when it arrived as the fastest, most heavily armed
interceptor in the sky. Fortunately for the Allies it arrived too late to change the course of the war, but it
did cause a lot of uneasiness among the leaders of the air war against Germany.

My model was the new Airfix kit of the Me-262A-1a, which was the only mass-produced variant of the
jet. Since I usually praise the new Airfix kits, in the interest of my credibility,
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Airplanes of the Aces: Heinz Bär
I must now complain about how some parts on this kit didn’t fit well. Specifically, the fit of the engine
nacelles to the wing was poor. It took considerable filling and sanding to get a reasonable joint to
emerge.

Other than that the main challenge was all the masking required to replicate the complicated
camouflage scheme on late war German fighters. I have looked at dozens of pictures of captured Me262’s and I don’t think I saw any that were exactly the same. I found a good set of decals from Xtradecal
#72269 which provided a plan for Bar’s red-13 Stormbird.

I was happy with the final result, which gives me a model of one of the truly historic aircraft of WW2
flown by one of Germany’s greatest pilots.
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Photos from Chuck’s demo…..

Resin-casted spare parts
using silicone putty molds
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Show and Tell …..

MODELERS
Ed Ingersoll

Lindberg’s T-55
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Frank Ahern
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Show and Tell …..

Jack Mugan
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Show and Tell …..

Doug Spinney
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Show and Tell …..

Dennis Shamel
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Show and Tell …..

Dennis Shamel
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Show and Tell …..

Dennis Shamel
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Show and Tell …..

Bruce Doyle
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Show and Tell …..

Ethan Alt
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Show and Tell …..

Don Martin
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News….. From Clarence Snyder (See cover photo!)

Black and white versus
color photography

Tracy gave me this truck to see how my car building skills would do with a military truck. The trick was that
it’s not 1/25 scale but it‘s 1/35 scale. I’ve made over 40 modifications and its almost done. I have had to
mount it to base and dust it off a little bit. I'll bring it for show and tell. ☺
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Revell Ed Roth Mother’s Worry

Vallejo paints were used for the monster driver as well as the tires on his ride. The chrome wheels
and engine were primed with Tamiya Gloss Black and then painted with Mirror Chrome Spax Stix.
The T-Bucket is painted with Tamiya Metallic Green.
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Revell Ed Roth Mother’s Worry
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News….. From Clarence Snyder

Got car ready … now I’ll get back on hauler. It’s warmer for paintwork and no rain. ☺
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CN-171 Military Truck from the
book and movie “The Wandering Earth”
News….. From Doug Spinney -

This is a Meng kit, very similar to the Meng Toon Tanks in that glue is only needed when some parts
refuse to stay to put. I used Mr. Surfacer White Primer, Tamiya Flat Black for the preshade, and
Tamiya XF-65 Field Grey.
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CN-171 Military Truck from the
book and movie “The Wandering Earth”
News….. From Doug Spinney -
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News….. From Jack Mugan

From Bruce Doyle - You old time members may remember 56th FG Ace Frank Klibbe - pilot
of probably the most modeled P-47 "Little Chief" - visited the club back in the day at
Hobbyland. He talked about joining Hub Zemke's Wolfpack with his friend "Shorty" Rankin
who were both put through a memorable initiation flight with Squadron CO Gabby Gabreski.

Here Shorty and No. 3 all-time Ace Gunther Rall reminisce about the mission Rall had his
thumb shot off, possibly by Rankin. I've been so lucky to have at one time met and visited with
all four men, and I want to thank my friend Bruce - the NAA wind tunnel engineer I mentioned
yesterday - for sending me this video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmRfBsaUN8o
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From Bruce Doyle – To Bruce from Brian – Dear Bruce - Meant to tell you how much I
admired the work you did on your X-1 collection tonight. I was wondering what paint you
used for the gloss white versions. It looked very realistic and not too heavily applied, which is
the challenge with gloss white paint. Just want to steal from the masters! - Brian
Bruce responds: I don't know about stealing from the masters - maybe borrow from the
experienced spray can "Yard Modeler" (if it looks good from three feet I'm happy) too lazy to
go back to his air brush.
To answer your question: Tamiya TS - 26 Pure White. There is a depleted can and a used but
nearly full can in my paint locker so I am assuming the TS - 26 is what I used for the X-1's.
There is a TS - 45 Pearl White that I may have used in the past, but I'm thinking maybe not.
How's that for adding a note of confusion to the discussion?
I'm pretty certain (95%) that its the TS - 26 seeing that I don't have any of the Pearl White
leftover cans in my locker, and one and a half cans would be just about right for the amount
used to paint the X-Planes (eleven and 5 or parts of 5 other planes.)
Now for a curveball: I use another Tamiya spray can (not rattle can if you're listening Bob L.)
for white - at least two and maybe three coats of the Tamiya White Primer. I used it on the
lower surfaces of a Hobbycraft Banshee like the one seen briefly in the movie The Bridges of
Toko-Ri. I credit Ed Ingersoll for turning me on to using it that way. The Tamiya Gray Primer
in multiple coats can also be used the same way - as I did on the upper surfaces of the
aforementioned Banshee. It works well too for the Neutral Gray for WWII American aircraft.
The only extra step is in gloss coating or using Future before applying your decals.
In the early days of my self proclaimed "Chapter Three" modeling career (May, 2015) my air
brush compressor turned out to be 'kaput', so my first few feeble attempts at building
something I was forced to brush paint the models. This turned out pretty well using Vallejo
paints (not Vallejo Air which I'm not certain of) which Frank suggested that I use. Then along
came the Special Hobby XP-59 Airacomet build that I wanted to add to the Rocket & Jets of
WWII Collection which was painted olive drab over neutral gray. Too much surface I thought
to brush, so what to do?
Once again Frank came to my "emotional rescue" (Rolling Stones reference) and gave me a
spray can of Model Master Custom Spray Enamel FS 34087 Olive Drab (obviously I still have
the can - New Englanders never throw anything away!). I said to myself; "Gee self - this works
pretty darn well. Its a lot easier than using an air brush - no mixing paints and thinner, no mask
(I spray outdoors), and no clean up! I believe I might have discovered something here!" And as
they say, I was off and running.
So far I've built over a 100 models using only spray cans, and I've been pleased pretty much
with the results (and thanks Brian for the kind words!) I just went and counted the number of
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From Bruce Doyle – Continued

… spray cans in my paint locker and they number around 50 Tamiya and Model Master cans
and a half dozen or so "gonzo" cans I got from Walmart (like my X-1 orange.) I've pretty much
stayed away from overly complicated camouflage schemes (see RAF WWII), but with a lot of
Tamiya Masking Tape (both yellow and white varieties), some canopy masking with White Glue
applied with a toothpick, and some Vallejo bottled paint for the fiddly parts - landing gear,
props, cockpits, etc., I've managed to build kits to my satisfaction. Maybe not competition
worthy, but "Yard Modeler" worthy.
A word on using spray cans: Unless you have a spray booth (I don't) with a fan to suck out
the overspray I recommend you go outside when you are painting. The propellants and the
paint itself I would not recommend inhaling. I use an old piece of a wood board to set the
model on meaning its best to glue on the landing gear so the model can rest on them. I paint
the bottom first (don't worry about the landing gear - you can brush paint them after the
model dries), and then the top. Keep the model flat. I grab it by the tail at first to make sure I
cover the bottom of the aircraft and most of the sides of the fuselage (and wear gloves - there
is going to be overspray.) Don't hold the model vertically like its climbing to get "the Hun in
the Sun." The paint will run, especially on the wings - don't ask me how I know.

After you finish turn the can upside down and give it a quick burst. This clears out the throat,
and I use a q- tip dipped in thinner to wipe the can's tip clean in a "belt and suspenders"
duplication. Tamiya paint dries fairly quickly, Model Master not so much. I have a drying
station set up in my bedroom with a High Velocity fan set on low to speed up the drying time.
A WORD OF CAUTION: if you are using Gloss paint remove the masking tape in a timely
manner - as soon as practical. I hold my models on the tape to be removed and work my way
around the plane. If you have to grab onto it do so holding it by the wing's leading and
trailing edges. You can always touch them up, but its been rare in my experience - if ever. If
you let the Gloss paint dry there is the good chance that when you take off the masking it will
lift up the paint - ouch! If you forget and let the paint dry, score along the masking carefully
with an exacto blade. That goes for the white glue masking on the canopy as well.
I hope what I've written is both informative and also helpful if sometime you want to give
spray cans a try. I know a number of the members use spray cans all ready, so I'm not flying
solo here. And to mix metaphors - join us, the waters fine!
Bruce "Yard Modeler" Doyle
aka Stretch Sprueman
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From Bruce Doyle – Continued

As that noted philosopher - my beloved Grandmother Lena Doyle - often said: "There's more
than one way to skin a cat." For you veteran airbrush painters there are other methods for
painting your aircraft models (sorry tank and car guys) than the ways I described. For single
engine radial or inline fighters, there usually is a hole either on the front
of the engine/fuselage (inline) or engine itself (radial) to place the end of a paint brush,
whittled down chop stick, etc. - you get the picture, and for jets there is the exhaust outlet. I
find the handle of my exacto knife most times is a perfect fit. If it is not I wind some masking
tape around it in descending thickness for a firm fit.
Two issues: first don't force the handle too far into the exhaust outlet that you accidentally
open the seam on the rear fuselage that you so carefully filled and sanded; second - don't
waste Tamiya masking tape when doing this. It's too expensive. Go to Lowe's/Home Depot or
better yet "Family-Dollar-General" and get the generic, cheap painter's tape. It can be used for
a myriad other things too many to go into here. It's way more cost effective.
Hope these hints are helpful. Multiengine bomber guys - you're on your own.
Bruce "Yard Modeler" Doyle
a.k.a. Stretch Sprueman
------------- ---------------------

A Recurring Feature of the IPMS Gators’ Hobby Club -- >
Is still on vacation ………………….



... Photo sent by
Jack Mugan
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Hollywood Heroes

By Fred Horky

Jonathon Winters

This month’s Hollywood Heroes is from Fred
Horky, former IPMS president, newsletter guru,
historian and retired AF pilot. Fred has taken an
interest in this column and I am pleased to allow
him to contribute whenever he is so moved.)

Comic Jonathon Winters: a Genuine Hollywood Hero

Winters, seen above on the Johnny Carson TV show with fellow comic Robin Williams, who often
acknowledged Winters as his hero and mentor. See this positively classic segment on this link …
https://madlyodd.com/jonathan-winters-handed-robin-williams-gloves-couldnt-stop-laughing-lol/. Winters’
comic talents are far too many to be recorded here.
Much less known is that during WWII and his senior year in high school, Winters quit school at the age of
seventeen to join the Marine Corps. He went on to serve two and a half years in the Pacific, mostly in the
Marine detachment aboard the Essex-class fleet carrier USS Bon Homme Richard (CV 31) during the
28
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Hollywood Heroes

(Above, Bon Homme Richard is seen trailing USS Hornet in western Pacific waters: both ships are firing their
Mark 12, 5”/38 caliber dual-purpose guns.)
See these links for more on Winters.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonathan_Winters

https://americansoldiernetwork.com/2013/04/jon
athan-winters-american-soldier/
https://marines.togetherweserved.com/usmc/ser
vlet/tws.webapp.WebApps?cmd=ShadowBoxPr
ofile&type=Person&ID=104229
https://www.military.com/offduty/movies/2013/04/15/jonathan-winters-manof-many-faces-dead-at-87.html
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Hollywood Heroes
In an unusual (and naturally zany, it IS after all, Winters!) military link
found was in a segment of TV’s “I’ve got a Secret” show. Winters
(and all four civilian members of the panel) are seen marching six REAL
Marine NCO’s in “close order drill”.

To me the most amazing part was the six NCO’s keeping (ALMOST) straight faces
throughout! Check it out here …https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYwRGd0s5c&ab_channel=pianopappy
Fred Horky
IPMS/USA 6390
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JAXCON 2022 – News from Gil Hodges
JAXCON 2022 IS A 2-DAY GO!!
Jaxcon 2022 will be held next February 11th and 12th! In an effort to make Jaxcon
even more enjoyable for the attendees and vendors, we're going to get the ball
rolling on FRIDAY night (the 11th)! Why should YOU make plans to be there early?
To start with, we'll be registering models from 6-8pm, so JAXCON will be "officially"
open then. Second, we're going to FEED YOU! There will be a "pizza social hour"
from 7-8pm as part of Jaxcon. And third, we're going to have a SPECIAL FRIDAY
RAFFLE of several nice items (to be announced at a later date) that will be given
away to FRIDAY attendees, and unavailable to win on Saturday! And there will be
the vendors who've arrived on Friday, so you can get the jump on the vendors
area too!
Of course, Saturday will still be a full day of fun, with model registration, our HUGE
raffle, even more vendors than before, judging, and the usual camaraderie found
as you visit with friends all day. We're going to try to have 2 food trucks instead of
just the one like last year so as to give our attendees an even better chance of not
having to go anywhere to take care of their needs throughout the day. And, we
still plan on having the awards presented and then conclude Jaxcon by 5pm, so
anyone who wants to get home on Saturday night doesn't need to spend
anything on an extra night's stay if they don't want to.
Jaxcon 2022 will be held at the same location as Jaxcon 2021 earlier this year: the
North Jacksonville Baptist Church assembly hall, 8531 N. Main St. (US-17), Jax, FL,
32218; which is on the north side of Jax, very near the Zoo. Those of you who made
it last spring can attest to the large, will lit room; plenty of parking, and the ease of
access from I-95. For those of you wanting a hotel, we suggest using one at the Jax
International airport exit on I-95, just north of the I-295 interchange and about
10mins from the church. We'll also be trying to work a "deal" with one of them to
save our attendees and vendors some money; more on that in the future!
If you're the club contact, please pass this info along to all of your fellow model
club members, and anyone else who you think would be interested in a weekend
of modeling fun at Jaxcon 2022! Keep an eye out on our IPMS First Coast webpage
and on the IPMS First Coast Facebook page for updated info on the show. We
hope to see ALL Y'ALL at Jaxcon 2022 next February 11th and 12th!
Gil Hodges
Jaxcon 2022 Chairman
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Frank Ahern, – Secretary –ahernf@gmail.com
Home: (352) 375-3723; Cell: (352) 226-6785
If you have a modeling tip you would like to share with your fellow modelers, please send us a
copy so we can put it in the newsletter. We need articles for the Newsletter and the Web Site!
If you just opened up that new kit and want to give a box or build review, write it up and
we’ll put it in the newsletter and put it on the Web Site. Just read a good book, tell us
about it! Got a great tip, share it with your fellow club members. This is your Newsletter
and your Web Site and they’re only going to be as good as YOU make them so contribute something to
the cause. Don’t be afraid to ask for assistance if you have something you want to share, we’ll be happy
to assist you in making it happen!
Don’t forget to support your local hobby shop: Rob’s Hobby World (Rob Stevely: Proprietor 8585 SW
Hwy 200 unit 14) Ocala, FL 34474 www.robshobbyworld@MSN.com; Mon.-Fri.: 10 AM to 5:30PM;
Sat.: 9AM to 4PM; Sun: Closed.
Please check out WWW.IPMSUSA.ORG for the latest information from IPMS National Headquarters
and for information about joining IPMS.
Please use one of the links below or go to the IPMS Membership page for more information about
joining IPMS USA.

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2016.pdf
http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/adult-membership.htm
http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/family-membership.htm
Frank Ahern, – Secretary – Newsletter Editor ahernf@gmail.com
Home: (352) 375-3723; Cell: (352) 226-6785

UPCOMING EVENTS
This list contains modeling events for the IPMS Region-11. For a complete list of IPMS
events visit: https://calendar.ipmsusa3.org/
October 22-24

Orlando Modelpalooza, Kissimmee
https://www.ipmsorlando.org/modelpalooza-home.html

November 6

ACME Southern Nationals 25th Anniversary Show Smyrna, Georgia

February 11

JAXCON 2022 Jacksonville, Florida
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It is of great
importance, both
at the local level
(IPMS Gators) and
at the national
level. The Club
officers strongly
recommend joining
IPMS as an
individual which
provides six yearly
issues of the IPMS
Journal (which is
better than ever)
and the
opportunity to
participate at the
IPMS National
Convention .
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IPMS Membership

A copy of the
membership
application is on
the right or
available at the
IPMS / USA website
address,
www.ipmsusa.org.
Complete the form
and return it to the
address listed at
the bottom of the
form along with
your method of
payment.

For folks renewing on-line: http://www.shopipmsusa.org/category-s/100.htm
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Directions to OAK HALL (1700 SW 75th St, Gainesville, FL
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IPMS GATORS’ MEMBERS: We will meet at Oak Hall on Tuesday October 19 at 6:30 PM in

75th/Tower Road

the LIBRARY.

Library

Lime rock road

SW 17th

The top image is the satellite view of OAK HALL. The bottom view is a line drawing.
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Pretty Paint … by Jack Mugan

A note about IPMS Gators’ yearly dues
Below is the schedule of dues for people that join mid-year.
Month you join
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
July
Aug
Sept
Oct

Your membership fee
$20
$18.37
$16.70
$15.00
$13.36
$11.69
$10.00
$8.35
$6.68
$5.00
$3.34
$1.67

Fee rounded to whole dollars
$20
$18
$17
$15
$13
$12
$10
$8
$7
$5
$3
$2
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